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Abstract. This paper presents a new algorithm for the detection of
coarse-grain parallelism in loops with complex irregular computations.
Loops are represented as directed acyclic graphs whose nodes are the
strongly connected components (SCC) that appear in the Gated Sin-
gle Assignment (GSA) program form, and whose edges are the use-def
chains between pairs of SCCs. Loops that can be executed in parallel
using run-time support are recognized at compile-time by performing a
demand-driven analysis of the corresponding SCC graphs. A prototype
was implemented using the infrastructure provided by the Polaris para-
llelizing compiler. Encouraging experimental results for a suite of real
irregular programs are shown.

1 Introduction

The automatic parallelization of irregular codes is still a challenge for current
parallelizing compilers, which are faced with the analysis of complex computa-
tions that involve subscripted subscripts. Several approaches to detect loop-level
parallelism in irregular codes can be found in the literature. Keβler [6] describes
a pattern-driven automatic parallelization technique based on the recognition
of syntactical variations of sparse matrix computation kernels, which limits its
scope of application. Pottenger and Eigenmann [9] describe a pattern-matching-
based method to recognize induction variables and reduction operations. Tech-
niques that recognize patterns directly from the source code have two major
drawbacks: dependence on the code quality and difficulty in analyzing complex
control constructs. Furthermore, [9] only addresses the detection of recurrence
forms whose recurrence variable is not tested in any if–endif construct within the
loop body. We call these programming constructs structural recurrence forms.
Suganuma et al. [11] address the detection of semantic recurrence forms, where
the recurrence variable is tested within the loop body. However, they use a
non-standard program representation, and they limit the scope of application
to scalar variables. Semantic recurrences are associated with computational ker-
nels that are widely used in real codes; a representative, yet simple, example is
the computation of the minimum/maximum value of an array (either dense or
sparse).
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Fig. 1. Compiler framework block diagram.

In this paper, we present a new algorithm to enhance the detection of coarse-
grain loop-level parallelism in codes with irregular computations. The method
enables the detection of structural and semantic recurrence forms in a unified
manner, even in the presence of complex control constructs. The recognition of
semantic recurrences can enable the parallelization of a wider set of loops that
would not be detected otherwise. We propose a parallelizing compiler framework
(Figure 1) that is based on a demand-driven implementation of GSA program
form [12]. Recurrence forms are detected in two steps: first, the SCCs that appear
within a loop body are classified according to the SCC taxonomy shown in
Figure 2, and the loop is represented as a directed acyclic SCC use-def chain
graph; second, the loop pattern is determined at compile time by performing a
demand-driven analysis of the SCC graph. The SCC classification algorithm is
presented in [1]. This paper is focused on the description of the loop pattern
classification algorithm. The final stage of the framework, which is out of the
scope of this work, is the generation of parallel code using specific methods
proposed in the literature; for instance [2,7,8,13,14].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the GSA program form is
briefly described, as well as the advantages of building the compiler framework
on top of GSA rather than on top of the source code. Basic notations and
definitions that support our further analysis are introduced, too. In Section 3
the SCC classification algorithm is outlined and the SCC classes that appear in
the case study presented in this paper are described. In Section 4 a new algorithm
to identify coarse-grain parallelism in irregular loops is presented. Section 5 is
devoted to experimental results using the SparsKit-II library [10], which was
chosen because it covers a wide range of irregular patterns. We close with the
conclusions of the paper in Section 6.

2 Background Concepts

2.1 Gated Single Assignment (GSA)

GSA [12] is a program representation that captures data-flow information for
scalar and array variables by inserting pseudo-functions at the confluence nodes
of the control flow graph where multiple reaching definitions of a variable exist.
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of strongly connected components in GSA graphs. Abbreviations of
SCC classes are written within brackets.

Several types of pseudo-functions are defined in GSA. In this work we use the
µ-function, which appears at loop headers and selects the initial and loop-carried
values of a variable; the γ-function, which is located at the confluence node
associated with a branch and captures the condition for each definition to reach
the confluence node; and the α-function, which replaces an array assignment
statement.

The idea underlying this kind of representation is to rename the variables in
a program according to a specific naming discipline which assures that left-hand
sides of assignment statements are pairwise disjoint [4]. As a consequence, each
use of a variable is reached by one definition at most. From the point of view
of dependence analysis, this property of GSA assures that false dependences are
removed from the program, both for scalar and array definitions (not for array
element references). As a result, detection techniques based on GSA are only
faced with the analysis of true dependences for scalars and with the analysis of
the dependences that arise for arrays at the element level.

2.2 Basic Notations and Definitions

Let SCC(X1, ..., Xn) denote a strongly connected component composed of n
nodes of a GSA dependence graph. The nodes are associated with the GSA
statements where the variables Xk (k = 1, ..., n) are defined.
Definition 1. Let X1, ..., Xn be a set of variables defined in the GSA form. The
cardinality of a SCC is defined as the number of different variables of the source
code that are associated with X1, ..., Xn.

In this paper, only SCCs with cardinality zero or one are considered as
the percentage of loops that contain SCCs with cardinality greater than one is
very low in SparsKit-II. Let SCCS

#C(X1, ..., Xn) and SCCA
#C(X1, ..., Xn) denote
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SCCs of cardinality C that are composed of statements that define the variable
X in the source code, X being a scalar and an array variable, respectively.
Definition 2. Let SCC(X1, ..., Xn) be a strongly connected component. The
component is conditional if ∃Xj defined in a γ-function, i.e., if at least one
assignment statement is enclosed within an if–endif construct. Otherwise, it is
non-conditional.

In [1] the notations for the different SCC classes of the taxonomy (Figu-
re 2) are presented. The class of a scalar component SCCS

#C(X1, ..., Xn) is
represented as a pair that indicates the conditionality and the type of recur-
rence form computed in the statements of the component. For example, non-
cond/lin denotes a linear induction variable [5]. The class of an array component
SCCA

#C(X1, ..., Xn) is represented by the conditionality, the computation struc-
ture, and the recurrence class of the index expression of the array reference that
appears in the left-hand side of the statements of the component. For example,
cond/reduc/subs denotes an irregular reduction.
Definition 3. Let SCC(X1, ..., Xn) be a strongly connected component. The
component is trivial if it consists of exactly one node of the GSA dependence
graph (n = 1). Otherwise, the component is non-trivial (n > 1). Trivial compo-
nents are non-conditional.
Definition 4. Let SCC(X1, ..., Xn) be a strongly connected component. The
component is wrap-around if it is only composed of µ–statements. Otherwise, it
is non-wrap-around.
Definition 5. Let SCC(X1, ..., Xn) and SCC(Y1, ..., Ym) be strongly connected
components. A use-def chain SCC(X1, ..., Xn) → SCC(Y1, ..., Ym) exists if the
assignment statements associated with SCC(X1, ..., Xn) contain at least one
occurrence of the variables Y1, ..., Ym.

During the SCC classification process, some information about use-def chains
is compiled. This information is denoted as pos:exp. The tag exp represents
the expression within SCC(X1, ..., Xn) where the recurrence variable Y defined
in SCC(Y1, ..., Ym) is referenced. The tag pos represents the location of the
reference within the corresponding statement of SCC(X1, ..., Xn). The reference
to variable Y may appear in the index expression of an array reference located
in the left-hand side (lhs index), or in the right-hand side (rhs index) of an
assignment statement; it may also be located in the right-hand side, but not
within an index expression (rhs).
Definition 6. Let G be the SCC use-def chain graph of a program in GSA
form. Let SCC(X1, ..., Xn) be a non-wrap-around component associated with
a source node of G. The non-wrap-around source node (NWSN) subgraph of
SCC(X1, ..., Xn) in G is the subgraph composed of the nodes and edges that
are accessible from SCC(X1, ..., Xn).
Definition 7. Let SCC(X1, ..., Xn) → SCC(Y1, ..., Ym) be a use-def chain bet-
ween two SCCs of cardinality zero or one. The use-def chain is structural if one
of the following conditions is fulfilled: (a) SCC(X1, ..., Xn) and SCC(Y1, ..., Ym)
are scalar SCCs associated with the same scalar variable in the source code; (b)
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SCC(X1, ..., Xn) is an array SCC, and the class of SCC(Y1, ..., Ym) and that of
the index expression in the class of SCC(X1, ..., Xn) are the same. Otherwise,
the use-def chain is non-structural.

3 SCC Classification

In [1] we presented a non-deadlocking demand-driven algorithm to classify the
SCCs that appear in the GSA program representation according to the taxonomy
of Figure 2. The class of a SCC(X1, ..., Xn) is determined from the number of
nodes of the GSA graph that compose the SCC, and from the properties of
the operands and the operators that appear in the definition expression of the
recurrence. This class provides the compiler with information about the type of
recurrence form that is computed in the statements associated with X1, ..., Xn.

In this section we describe the SCC classes that support our further analysis.
For illustrative purposes, Figure 3 shows the source code, the GSA form and
the SCC use-def chain graph corresponding to an interesting loop nest extracted
from the SparsKit-II library. A trivial SCC (oval nodes in Figure 3) is associated
with a scalar variable that is not defined in terms of itself in the source code, for
example, a scalar temporary variable. Two classes are used in this paper: subs,
which represents a scalar that is assigned the value of a different array entry
in each iteration of a loop (Figure 3, wrap-around SCCS

#0(k1)); and lin, which
indicates that the scalar variable follows a linear progression (Figure 3, shaded
oval SCCS

#1(ii1) associated with the index of the outermost loop).
In contrast, non-trivial SCCs (rectangular nodes in Figure 3) arise from the

definition of variables whose recurrence expression depends of the variable it-
self, for example, reduction operations. In this paper we use: non-cond/lin,
which represents a linear induction variable [5] of the source code (Figure 3,
SCCS

#1(ko3, ko4)); non-cond/assig/lin, which captures the computation of con-
secutive entries of an array (Figure 3, SCCA

#1(jao1, jao2, jao3)), as the corre-
sponding assignment statements are not enclosed within an if–endif construct;
and cond/assig/lin, which is distinguished from non-cond/assig/lin by the fact
that at least one assignment statement is enclosed within an if–endif (Figure 3,
SCCA

#1(ao1, ao2, ao3, ao4)).

4 Loop Classification

Loops are represented in our compiler framework as SCC use-def chain graphs.
The class of a SCC(X1, ..., Xn) provides the compiler with information about the
recurrence class that is computed in the statements associated with X1, ..., Xn.
However, the recurrence class computed using X in the source code may be
different because X may be modified in other statements that are not included
in SCC(X1, ..., Xn). In our framework, these situations are captured as depen-
dences between SCCs that modify the same variable X. The analysis of the SCC
use-def chain graph enables the classification of the recurrence computed in the
loop body.
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DO ii = 1, nrow
ko = iao(perm(ii))
DO k = ia(ii), ia(ii + 1) − 1

jao(ko) = ja(k)
IF (values) THEN

ao(ko) = a(k)
END IF
ko = ko + 1

END DO
END DO

(a) Source code.

DO ii1 = 1, nrow, 1
jao1 = µ(jao0, jao2)
k1 = µ(k0, k2)
ko1 = µ(ko0, ko3)
ao1 = µ(ao0, ao2)
ko2 = iao(perm(ii1))
DO k2 = ia(ii1), ia(ii1 + 1) − 1, 1

jao2 = µ(jao1, jao3)
ko3 = µ(ko2, ko4)
ao2 = µ(ao1, ao4)
jao3(ko3) = α(jao2, ja(k2))
IF (values1) THEN

ao3(ko3) = α(ao2, a(k2))
END IF
ao4 = γ(values1, ao3, ao2)
ko4 = ko3 + 1

END DO
END DO

(b) GSA form.

lhs_index: jao  (ko  )3 3 lhs_index: ao  (ko  )3 3

1rhs: ko

2rhs: k

2rhs_index: ja(k  )

#1 1 2 3
ASCC   (jao  ,jao  ,jao  )

rhs_index: a(k )

SCC   (k )

SCC   (ko  )

SCC   (ko  ,ko  )

#1 1SCC   (ii )

rhs_index: ia(ii +1)1

SCC   (k )2#1

#0 1
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#1 2

rhs_index: iao(perm(ii  ))1
rhs_index: ia(ii )1
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(c) SCC graph.

Fig. 3. Permutation of the rows of a sparse matrix (extracted from module UNARY
of SparsKit-II, subroutine rperm).

4.1 SCC Use-Def Chain Graph Classification Procedure

The classification process of a loop begins with the partitioning of the SCC use-
def chain graph into a set of connected subgraphs. For each connected subgraph,
a recurrence class is derived for every NWSN subgraph (see Def. 6). The loop
class is a combination of the classes of all the NWSN subgraphs. The core of
the loop classification stage is the algorithm for classifying NWSN subgraphs
(nodes and edges inside curves in Figure 3). A post-order traversal starts from
the NWSN. When a node SCC(X1, ..., Xn) is visited, structural use-def chains
(see Def. 7 and solid edges in Figure 3) are analyzed, as they supply all the
information for determining the type of recurrence form computed using X in
the source code. The analysis of non-structural use-def chains (dashed edges in
Figure 3) provides further information that is useful, for example, in the parallel
code generation stage, which is out of the scope of this paper. If SCC(X1, ..., Xn)
was not successfully classified, the classification process stops, the loop is classi-
fied as unknown, and the classification process of inner loops starts. Otherwise,
the algorithm derives the class of the NWSN subgraph, which belongs to the
same class as the NWSN.
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During this process, the class of some SCCs may be modified in order to
represent more complex recurrence forms than those presented in the SCC taxo-
nomy. In this work we refer to two of such classes. The first one consists of a linear
induction variable that is reinitialized to a loop-variant value in each iteration
of an outer loop (Figure 3, SCCS

#1(ko3, ko4) → SCCS
#1(ko2)). It is denoted as

non-cond/lin r/subs. The second one represents consecutive write operations on
an array in consecutive loop iterations, using an induction variable. This kind
of computation was reported as a consecutively written array in [8] (Figure 3,
SCCA

#1(ao1, ao2, ao3, ao4) → SCCS
#1(ko3, ko4)).

4.2 Case Study

The example code presented in Figure 3 performs a permutation of the rows of
a sparse matrix. Inner loop do k contains an induction variable ko that is refe-
renced in two consecutively written arrays jao and ao (note that the condition
values, which is used to determine at run-time if the entries ao of the sparse
matrix are computed, is loop invariant). Loop do k can be executed in parallel,
for example, by computing the closed form of ko. However, coarser-grain pa-
rallelism can be extracted from the outer loop do ii. A new initial value of ko
is computed in each do ii iteration. Thus, a set of consecutive entries of arrays
jao and ao is written in each do ii iteration. As a result, do ii can be executed
in parallel if those sets do not overlap. As arrays iao, perm and ia are invariant
with respect to do ii, a simple run-time test would determine whether do ii is
parallel or serial. In the parallel code generation stage, this test can be inserted
by the compiler just before do ii in the control flow graph of the program.

In our compiler framework, do ii is represented as one connected subgraph
composed of two NWSN subgraphs that are associated with the source nodes
SCCA

#1(jao1, jao2, jao3) and SCCA
#1(ao1, ao2, ao3, ao4). Let us focus on the

NWSN subgraph of SCCA
#1(jao1, jao2, jao3). During the post-order traversal

of this subgraph, structural use-def chains are processed in the following order.
The class of SCCS

#0(ko3, ko4) is adjusted from non-cond/lin to non-cond/lin
r/subs because there exists only one structural use-def chain SCCS

#1(ko3, ko4) →
SCCS

#1(ko2) where:

1. SCCS
#1(ko3, ko4) and SCCS

#1(ko2) belong to classes non-cond/lin and subs,
respectively.

2. The loop do k contains the statements of SCCS
#1(ko3, ko4), and the state-

ment of SCCS
#1(ko2) belongs to the outer loop do ii and precedes do k in

the control flow graph of the loop body.

The following step of the NWSN subgraph classification algorithm is faced with
a structural use-def chain SCCA

#1(jao1, jao2, jao3) → SCCS
#1(ko3, ko4) where:

1. SCCA
#1(jao1, jao2, jao3) belongs to class non-cond/assig/lin.

2. SCCS
#1(ko3, ko4) is non-cond/lin r/subs, and all the operations on ko are

increments (or decrements) of a constant value.
3. The use-def chain is labeled as lhs index (see Section 2.2).
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As these properties are fulfilled, array jao is called a candidate consecutively
written array. Next, consecutively written arrays are detected using an algorithm
proposed in [8], which basically consists of traversing the control flow graph of
the loop body and check that every time an array entry jao(ko) is written,
the corresponding induction variable ko is updated. In [8] a heuristic technique
to detect these candidate arrays is roughly described. However, note that our
framework enables the recognition of candidate arrays in a deterministic manner.

5 Experimental Results

We have developed a prototype of our loop classification algorithm using the in-
frastructure provided by the Polaris parallelizing compiler [3]. A set of costly ope-
rations for the manipulation of sparse matrices was analyzed, in particular: basic
linear algebra operations (e.g. matrix-matrix product and sum), non-algebraic
operations (e.g. extracting a submatrix from a sparse matrix, filter out elements
of a matrix according to their magnitude, or performing mask operations with
matrices), and some sparse storage conversion procedures.

Table 1 presents, for each nest level, the number of serial and parallel loops
that appear in the modules matvec, blassm, unary and formats of the SparsKit-II
library [10]. The last two rows summarize the information for all the nest le-
vels, level-1 being the innermost level. The first four columns list in detail the
structural and semantic recurrence forms detected in parallel irregular loops.
Blank entries mean zero occurrences of the loop class. The last column #loops
summarizes the total number of occurrences for each loop class.

The statistics were obtained by processing 256 loop nests (382 regular and
irregular loops were analyzed in total), where approximately 47% carry out ir-
regular computations. According to Table 1, 48 out of 382 loops were classified
as parallel irregular loops. However, we have checked that many irregular loops
are currently classified as serial because the loop body contains either jump-like
statements (goto, return, exit), or recurrence forms whose SCC is not recognized
by the SCC classification method.

In the context of irregular codes, current parallelizing compilers usually pa-
rallelize simple recurrence forms that appear in the innermost loop. Experimental
results show that our method is able to recognize complex recurrence forms,
even in outer loops, as stated in Table 1. In SparsKit-II, the prototype mainly
detected irregular reductions (classes non-cond/reduc/subs and cond/reduc/subs)
in level-2 and level-4 loops, and consecutively written arrays in level-1 and level-2
loops. Note that effectiveness decreases as nest level rises because outer loops
usually compute more complex recurrence forms.

In SparsKit-II, a small percentage of parallel loops compute semantic re-
currence forms only. We have also checked that some loops that contain a com-
bination of structural and semantic recurrences are currently classified as serial.
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Table 1. Classification of the loops from modules of SparsKit-II.

matvec blassm unary formats #loops
Level-1 loops 22 32 88 107 249
Serial loops ........................................................ 2 11 42 56 111
Parallel loops ..................................................... 20 21 46 51 138

Structural recurrences
non-conditional/assignment/subscripted .... 6 2 1 9
non-conditional/reduction/subscripted .... 4 2 6
conditional/assignment/subscripted .......... 1 1
conditional/reduction/subscripted ........... 1 1
consecutively written array ...................... 3 4 7

Semantic recurrences
scalar maximum ....................................... 2 1 3
scalar minimum with array location ........ 1 1

Level-2 loops 16 8 34 59 117
Serial loops ........................................................ 11 6 27 50 94
Parallel loops ..................................................... 5 2 7 9 23

Structural recurrences
non-conditional/assignment/subscripted .... 2 2 2 6
non-conditional/reduction/subscripted .... 3 1 2 6
consecutively written array ...................... 3 4 7

Level-3 loops 1 1 4 6 12
Serial loops ........................................................ 1 1 4 6 12
Parallel loops ..................................................... 0
Level-4 loops 1 1 2 4
Serial loops ........................................................ 1 2 3
Parallel loops ..................................................... 1 1

Structural recurrences
non-conditional/reduction/subscripted .... 1 1

Serial loops 14 18 74 114 220
Parallel loops 26 23 53 60 162

6 Conclusions

Previous works on detection of parallelism in irregular codes addressed the pro-
blem of recognizing specific and isolated recurrence forms (usually using pattern-
matching to analyze the source code). Unlike these techniques, we have described
a new loop-level detection method that enables the recognition of structural and
semantic recurrences in a unified manner, even in outer levels of loop nests.

Experimental results are encouraging and show the effectiveness of our method
in the detection of coarse-grain parallelism in loops that compute complex struc-
tural and semantic recurrence forms. Further research will focus on the improve-
ment of the SCC and the loop classification methods to cover a wider range of
irregular computations.
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